


Fantastic Dimension is an epic 3D animated sci-fi adventure 
series about love, family bonds, redemption, and friendships 
that span across time, space, and dimensions. 

Fantastic Dimension is a series of concurrent stories that 
focuses on a character named Gabriel who faces impossible 
circumstances to become an inter-dimensional hero. During 
his journey, he discovers new worlds and meets amazing 
beings, some friend and some foe. Eventually he will band 
together with new found allies from parallel dimensions, many 
also with strange abilities, to fight a great evil that not only 
threatens the existence of his world, but all worlds in 
existence! 

Fantastic Dimension is a timeless science fiction superhero 
epic that has numerous possibilities with story and characters 
by exploring themes of justice, liberty, hope, love, family and 
validation. 

Being a brand-new universe of characters and stories, this 
Intellectual Property will be meeting a market demand for 
new, fresh, and original content.

An Epic Sci-Fi Series



This television series pilot project will be able to take advantage 
of the growing popularity of the superhero genre in TV and film, 
as well as the ever-growing popularity of storytelling through 
animation. 

When humanoid Gabriel mysteriously crashes on a foreign 
planet without a ship, he is quickly found and seized by some of 
the planet’s native residents, Ozguardians, who worry that 
Gabriel is a hostile. Years prior, a humanoid, Ka’Lamus, arrived in 
a similar manner then staged a violent insurrection. The 
Ozguardians are still fighting his sinister rule. 

Gabriel doesn’t remember who he is or where he comes from, 
but he agrees to help the native Ozguardians fight their war in 
change for help determining who he is and where he came from. 

The Pilot Episode



Comparable Series

Fantastic Dimension is a winning combination of animated adventure and superhero epic that will 
appeal to the same audiences who enjoy these popular series. 



This kind of animated action television 
series draws audiences from ten year-olds 
through millennials and Gen X-ers. These 
happen to be the most valuable target to 
conventional television programming and 
advertising. The 18-49 crowd is their 
singular most crucial target. 

Having a diverse universe to play in and an 
equally diverse cast of characters, there 
will be huge cross market appeal within 
the four quadrants, young, old, male, and 
female, making this IP highly marketable. 

Due to the ethnic & racial diversity of the 
cast of characters coupled with scientific, 
metaphysical and pseudo-spiritual plot 
devices, there will be strong domestic and 
a strong international appeal as well. 
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The Fantastic 
Dimension target 
audience is very 
attuned and familiar 
with delayed viewing 
of their favorite 
programming. 

This graph illustrates 
the expanded nature 
of television show 
viewing cycles. 

Source: Neilsen

Commercial Viewing



Millennials, whom we define as those 
aged between 20 and 36 in 2017, 
represent 75 million+ young Americans. 
They are a key component of the highly 
prized 18-49 aged advertising targets 
for television channels and their 
sponsors. They are also of great interest 
to us regarding Fantastic Dimension. 

Some believe that Millennials will be 
out of reach of television in the near 
future, but data shows that their 
viewing habits just aren’t all that 
different from other age groups. 

Source: Neilsen

Millennial Audiences



Budget: $3,057,461 USD

Projections are based on both 
Domestic and Foreign: Television, 
Home Video (includes Video on 
Demand), and so on. 

Profit Projections
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GROSS DOMESTIC REVENUES

GROSS AFTER DISTRIBUTION



Animated series generate major revenue with 30 second ad spots. Our analysis includes some shows which may 
not be directly comparable to Fantastic Dimension, but there can easily be an overlap in audiences and audience 
preferences. Average for all genres of network television series was $112,090 in 2016.

Animated Series Revenue

Network Show 2016 Price $ 2015 Price $

Fox Bob’s Burgers $65,903 $74,733

Fox The Simpsons $161,633 $186,050

CW The Flash $60,660 $70,687

CW Supergirl $54,667 N/A

Fox Family Guy $132,467 $164,933

Fox Gotham $130,674 $151,080

Average $91,862 $129,497

Price Per 30 Second Ad Spot



In order to maximize the content value in the marketplace, it is the opinion of the Sales Representative and the 
Producing Partner (In Association With), that the content include a one hour pilot episode, and a half hour second 
episode which can be cut together to create a feature length program, to maximize market potential. 

Network Ad Spot Sales

Hours of 
Content

Ads Per 
Hour

Commercial 
Rate

Network Average

2 30 30 Second Slot

$112,090Low Rate $40,000

Mid Rate $85,000

High Rate $110,000

In 000’s Overseas Sales

Low Value $2,400 Low Value $462

Mid Value $5,100 Mid Value $995

High Value $6,600 High Value $1,458



A parallel graphic novel is being developed to support the pilot, to provide a secondary revenue stream, and to 
achieve broader audience outreach. Projected revenue from the graphic novel alone is $2-4 million USD.

The Graphic Novel
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The majority of the marketing 
commitment of a television program is 
shouldered by the contracting channel or 
network. 

Nonetheless, the creators and producers 
of television entertainment use broad 
social outreach to engage its young, 
digitally savvy audience. 

The main objective of the marketing 
campaign is to generate viral buzz around 
Fantastic Dimension while communicating 
the unique premise of the show’s pilot. 
The benefit of viral, virtual marketing is 
that it builds an audience—and nothing is 
more appealing to a network than an 
established audience!

Marketing Strategy
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Digital Marketing Team



“3D” Audience Analysis



The official website will contain a synopsis, cast and crew information, production photos, video trailers, press 
releases, blogs, downloadable items, and a guestbook. Information about the film will initially be added to the 
official website and ancillary websites. They will be updated regularly with press releases, photos, and various 
commentary regarding the production journey. The Fantastic Dimension website will be linked to social media 
sites to encourage sharing and following. 

For this project, our viral marketing campaign will include: downloadable items, such as wallpapers and 
messenger icons; video teasers that can be added to personal web pages, production, and even topical highlights; 
cast and crew interviews; cast and crew blog entries; and photos from the production.

The Fantastic Dimension team will be actively engaged on all major social media outlets, interacting with users 
and collecting demographic data to refine its viral campaign. 

Website & Social Media



Creative Team

MPMG is a production company founded for motion picture, television, and internet content. MPMG provides a 
full suite of services to assist independent filmmakers, production companies and investors in the development, 
production, post-production, distribution, and marketing of their projects. Managing Director and Chief Creative 
Officer, Michael Minkler is a three-time Academy Award winner for his outstanding work on Black Hawk Down, 
Chicago, and Dreamgirls. A seasoned professional who has collaborated on over 200 projects with Hollywood’s 
elite directors, his most recent works include the Academy Award winning film, The Hateful Eight, written and 
directed by Quentin Tarantino. Chief Legal and Operations Officer, Ron Takehara, has a wide range of legal 
experience in the entertainment industry, from high profile cases involving motion picture and television industry 
litigation, to representing entertainment production companies, television networks, actors, stunt men and 
women, and screenwriters. 

www.movingpicturesmg.com

Written and produced by Jerry McClellan  in association with Moving Pictures Media Group. 




